AMERICAN CIVIL WAR HISTORY AND FICTION (available on digital cartridge)

Civil War (April 12, 1861 – May 9, 1865)

Nonfiction History:
DB 31421 America Goes to War by Bruce Catton
DB 66971 How the South Could Have Won the Civil War: The Fatal Errors That Led to Confederate Defeat by Bevin Alexander
DB 67025 Lincoln and the Court by Brian McGinty
DB 67863 Tried by War: Abraham Lincoln as Commander in Chief by James M. McPherson
DB 68426 What This Cruel War Was Over: Soldiers, Slavery, and the Civil War by Chandra Manning
DB 71711 Libby Prison Breakout: The Daring Escape from the Notorious Civil War Prison by Joseph Wheelan
DB 72057 Confederate Heroines: 120 Southern Women Convicted by Union Military Justice by Thomas P. Lowry
DB 73293 The Slaves’ War: The Civil War in the Words of Former Slaves by Andrew Ward
DB 73672 The Civil War Awakening by Adam Goodheart
DB 74156 America’s War: Talking about the Civil War and Emancipation on Their 150th Anniversaries edited by Edward L. Ayers
DB 74366 Bitterly Divided: The South’s Inner Civil War by David Williams
DB 74945 Fateful Lightning: A New History of the Civil War and Reconstruction by Allen C. Guelzo
DB 75942 A Government of Our Own: The Making of the Confederacy by William C. Davis
DB 78654 How the Slaves Saw the Civil War: Recollections of the War through the WPA Slave Narratives by Herbert C. Covey and Dwight Eisonach
DB 78691 A Savage Conflict: The Decisive Role of Guerrillas in the American Civil War by Daniel E. Sutherland
DB 79091 The Lesson and the Legacy edited by Robert J. Coakley and Samuel J. Ziskind
DB 80094 Liar, Temptress, Soldier, Spy: Four Women Undercover in the Civil War by Karen Abbott
DB 80230 Rebel yell: The Violence, Passion, and Redemption of Stonewall Jackson by S.C. Gwynne
DB 82620 Our Man in Charleston: Britain’s Secret Agent in the Civil War South by Christopher Dickey
DB 87397 A Savage War: A Military History of the Civil War by Williamson Murray and Wayne Wei-siang Hsieh
DB 88035 Iron Dawn: The Monitor, the Merrimack, and the Civil War Sea Battle That Changed History by Richard Snow
Historical Fiction
Series:
Battles of Destiny Saga by Al Lacy – Family Saga/Historical Fiction
  DB 68023 Battles of Destiny, Volume 1: A Promise Unbroken, and A Heart Divided; Battles of
  Destiny, Book 1 and 2
  DB 68043 Battles of Destiny, Volume 2: Beloved Enemy, and Shadowed Memories; Battles of
  Destiny, Book 3 and 4
  DB 68301 Battles of Destiny, Volume 3: Joy from Ashes, and Season of Valor; Battles of Destiny,
  Book 5 and 6
  DB 68496 Battles of Destiny, Volume 4: Wings of the Wind, and Turn of Glory; Battles of Destiny,
  Book 7 and 8
The Civil War Trilogy by Jeff Shaara – Historical Fiction
  DB 43292 Gods and Generals: The Civil War Trilogy, Book 1
  DB 45457 The Killer Angels: The Civil War Trilogy, Book 2 by Michael Shaara
  DB 46338 The Last Full Measure: The Civil War Trilogy, Book 3
The Civil War at Sea Series by James L. Nelson – Historical Fiction/Sea Stories
  DB 61521 Glory in the Name: The Civil War at Sea, Book 1
  DB 62659 Thieves of Mercy: The Civil War at Sea, Book 2
The Kent Family Chronicles by John Jakes – Family Saga/Historical Fiction
  DB 52646 The Bastard: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 1
  DB 52647 The Rebels: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 2
  DB 52648 The Seekers: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 3
  DB 52649 The Furies: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 4
  DB 52641 The Titans: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 5
  DB 52642 The Warriors: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 6
  DB 52643 The Lawless: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 7
  DB 52644 The Americans: The Kent Family Chronicles, Book 8
The North and South Trilogy by John Jakes – Family Saga/Historical Fiction
  DB 17704 North and South: The North and South Trilogy, Book 1
  DB 21202 Love and War: The North and South Trilogy, Book 2
  DB 26028 Heaven and Hell: The North and South Trilogy, Book 3
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at 1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

The Civil War at Sea Series by David Poyer – Historical Fiction/Sea Stories
   DB 64756 Fire on the Waters: The Civil War at Sea, Book 1
   DB 64797 A Country of Our Own: The Civil War at Sea, Book 2
   DB 64799 That Anvil of Our Souls: The Civil War at Sea, Book 3

Standalone Novels:
DB 22405 The Red Badge of Courage: An Episode of the American Civil War by Stephen Crane – Classic Fiction
DB 33082 Gone with the Wind by Margaret Mitchell – Classic Fiction/Southern Fiction
DB 44762 Cold Mountain by Charles Frazier – Historical Fiction/Southern Fiction
DB 51622 On Secret Service by John Jakes – Historical Fiction
DB 66981 Escape from Andersonville: A Novel of the Civil War by Gene Hackman and Daniel Lenihan – Historical Fiction
DB 76946 The Guns of the South: A Novel of the Civil War by Harry Turtledove – Science Fiction/Alternate History
DB 77912 Nostalgia by Dennis McFarland – Historical Fiction
DB 79591 Neverhome by Laird Hunt – Historical Fiction
DB 80003 Once They Wore the Gray by Johnny D. Boggs – Historical Fiction

Eastern Theater
Nonfiction History:
DB 68051 The Battle of New Market by William C. Davis
DB 68313 Cavalrymen of the Lost Cause: A Biography of J.E.B. Stuart by Jeffry D. Wert
DB 68550 General James Longstreet: The Confederacy’s Most Controversial Solider; A Biography by Jeffry D. Wert
DB 68947 Vicksburg, 1863 by Winston Groom
DB 70872 No Quarter: The Battle of the Crater, 1862 by Robert Slotkin
DB 72572 Reading the Man: A Portrait of Robert E. Lee through His Private Letters by Elizabeth Brown Pryor
DB 75422 The Long Road to Antietam: How the Civil War Became a Revolution by Robert Slotkin
DB 76274 Terrible Swift Sword: The Life of General Philip H. Sheridan by Joseph Wheelan
DB 77018 Gettysburg: The Last Invasion by Allen C. Guelzo
DB 79760 Clouds of Glory: The Life and Legend of Robert E. Lee by Michael Korda
Order any of these books today by contacting your Readers Advisor at 1-800-742-7691 | 1-402-471-4038 | nlc.talkingbook@nebraska.gov

DB 81787 Spring 1865: The Closing Campaigns of the Civil War by Perry D. Jamieson

**Historical Fiction**

**Series:**
Novels of the Civil War Trilogy by Newt Gingrich and William R. Forstchen – *Alternate History*

  - DB 58880 *Gettysburg: A Novel of the Civil War, Book 1*
  - DB 59834 *Grant Comes East: A Novel of the Civil War, Book 2*
  - DB 61246 *Never Call Retreat: Lee and Grant, the Final Victory; A Novel of the Civil War, Book 3*

**Standalone Novels:**
DB 71507 *Seen the Glory: A Novel of the Battle of Gettysburg* by John Hough, Jr. – *Historical Fiction*

**Trans-Mississippi Theater**

**Pacific Coast Theater**

**Lower Seaboard Theater**

**Nonfiction History:**
DB 75314 *War on the Waters: The Union and Confederate Navies, 1861-1865* by James M. McPherson
DB 78095 *America’s Longest Siege: Charleston, Slavery, and the Slow March toward Civil War* by Joseph Kelly

**Historical Fiction**

**Series:**
The Honor Series Featuring Lt. Peter Wake, United State Navy by Robert N. Macomber – *Historical Fiction/Adventure Fiction/Sea Story (This Series Continues After the Civil War in Books 4-9)*

  - DB 73883 *At the Edge of Honor: Honor, Book 1*
  - DB 73897 *Point of Honor: Honor, Book 2*
  - DB 73919 *Honorable Mention: Honor, Book 3*

**Western Theater**

**Nonfiction History:**
DB 69117 *Master of War: The Life of General George H. Thomas* by Benson Bobrick
DB 66030 Stealing the General: The Great Locomotive Chase and the First Medal of Honor by Russell S. Bonds
DB 67744 Southern Storm: Sherman’s March to the Sea by Noah Andre Trudeau
DB 70747 The Bonfire: The Siege and Burning of Atlanta by Marc Wortman
DB 71030 The State of Jones: The Small Southern County That Seceded From the Confederacy by Sally Jenkins and John Stauffer
DB 74383 Shiloh, 1862 by Winston Groom
DB 75777 Born to Battle: Grant and Forrest; Shiloh, Vicksburg, and Chattanooga – The Campaigns That Doomed the Confederacy by Jack Hurst
DB 76795 Kenesaw Mountain: Sherman, Johnston, and the Atlanta Campaign by Earl J. Hess
DB 78904 The Civil War in the West: Victory and Defeat from the Appalachians to the Mississippi by Earl J. Hess
DB 79744 Fierce Patriot: The Tangled Lives of William Tecumseh Sherman by Robert L. O’Connell

Historical Fiction
Series:
The Western Theater Tetralogy by Jeff Shaara – Historical Fiction
  DB 74922 A Blaze of Glory: A Novel of the Battle of Shiloh; The Western Theater Tetralogy, Book 1
  DB 76869 A Chain of Thunder: A Novel of the Siege of Vicksburg; The Western Theater Tetralogy, Book 2
  DB 79076 The Smoke at Dawn: The Western Theater Tetralogy, Book 3
  DB 81929 The Fateful Lightning: The Western Theater Tetralogy, Book 4

Standalone Novels:
DB 59905 Savannah, or, A Gift for Mr. Lincoln by John Jakes – Historical Fiction/Romance
DB 67464 Bright Starry Banner: A Novel of the Civil War by Alden R. Carter – Historical Fiction
DB 79303 Devil’s Dream: A Novel of Nathan Bedford Forrest by Madison Smartt Bell – Historical Fiction/Science Fiction